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High School Peer Review Lesson Plan

Objective: By the end of the lesson, students should be able to effectively evaluate and peer review a sci-
entific article.

Materials: 
• Three sample articles 
• Age-appropriate peer review sheet

Suggested sources for sample articles appropriate for high school-level literacy: 
•  The Journal of Young Investigators (undergraduate level research): www.jyi.org
• Science Journal for Kids (high school level): http://www.sciencejournalforkids.org

Procedure: 
1. Homework: have everyone read three articles for class.
2. Introduce the concept of peer review and brainstorm as to why it is an important component of scientific 
publishing.
3. Split the class into three groups. Have each group write down what they think constitutes a good scientific 
paper.
4. Discuss these answers as a class and come up with a set of guidelines for peer review.
5. Distribute one article to each group along with the peer review worksheets.
6. Have them spend ~30 min going through the worksheet for their assigned paper.
7. Come back and discuss the results of each group as a class.    
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Worksheet for Peer Review Article

Introduction:
• Does the author make you feel like this topic is important? Explain.
• Can you identify the objective of this study? If so, what is it?

Methods:
• Did the author list all the steps in a logical way?
• Could you reproduce the author’s work with only the information in the methods section?

Results:
• Did they clearly and plainly state the results of the study?
• Did they make good use of figures and graphs?
• Did they report the significance of their results?

Discussion:
• Were the results overstated?
• Did they interpret their findings or simply restate them?
• Did they cite existing literature?

References:
• Did they properly cite their information throughout the manuscript?

Wrap-up Questions:
• What feedback would you give the author?
• If you were the editor of a journal would you accept this article?

Overall score:


